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on Greek religion, but it is worth while, before describing these
gods and their functions, to pause for a moment and inquire
what Homer's attitude towards them was.
The wrong conclusion to jump to, though I have often been
tempted to make the mistake, is that Homer's attitude is detached
and sophisticated. He does believe in his gods, and that very
vividly, but whereas the Christian conception of godhead is
based on our creation by God in his image and likeness, with
imperfections introduced by Satan, Homer regards his gods,
though immortal, as made in the image and likeness of man.
Mixed with his deep respect for their almost unlimited powers
and his aesthetic appreciation of their beauty, he betrays a very
tolerant understanding of their motives and frailties. This leads
quite often, as in the famous Lay ofDemodocus in Book vin,
to a treatment that we can only regard as humorous. But it was
neither flippant nor irreverent. These powerful beings, who
were so intimately connected with men's passions and desires,
were there to administer, not necessarily to obey, man's moral
code. Christian apologists of a later age made a mistake when
they suggested that the pagans had invented the gods and their
iniquities as an excuse for themselves. Homer never censures a
god nor lets a mortal use a god's misdeeds as a pretext for his
own.
So much, however inadequate, about Homeric religion. It
remains to touch briefly on the artistic use which Homer made
of the superhuman realm. The most casual reader must at every
page be struck by the contrast between the carefree happiness of
the Olympian company and the toiling, anxious world of men.
This contrast is woven into the very texture of the Iliad and
Odyssey, and is nowhere turned to better account than when
Odysseus refuses immortality as a gift from Calypso. To us the
device may seem artificial. Yet how effective an artifice! Modem
novelists might well envy Homer its use.
And now a few words on the individual gods who play a part
in Odysseus' story. Zeus, son ofCronos, is supreme - the Father
of gods and men. It is left a little doubtful to what extent he is

